We are driven to create the most efficient and resilient interconnection platforms, utilizing the most advanced technologies, and grounded in our core values of neutrality and transparency.

We were formed to provide high-performance, next-generation interconnection services to our customers.
United IX is built using HFT technology originally developed for high-performance trading networks.

We offer:

- European model Internet exchange
- Fully-automated private VLANs between customers
- Private VLANs for selling services
  - Transit
  - VoIP
  - DDOS Mitigation
CHOICE OF CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS
The United IX Chicago infrastructure is currently housed in three data centers with a secure and controlled environment and over 15 active peers.

REDUCTION OF CONNECTIVITY COSTS
United IX offers internet traffic exchange points where participants/peers may avoid the need for extensive commercial transit costs to reach one another.
INCREASED REDUNDANCY
By adding multiple routes to peers, you increase the redundancy in your network

SECURITY
Real time Blackholing DDoS Mitigation

LATENCY
By exchanging internet traffic closer to consumption in diverse geographies, networks can create high efficiency
We are a next generation interconnection platform providing a data center-neutral network in the greater Chicago region. With established active peers in our initial locations, and increased demand from existing and future customers, we are expanding our footprint to select data centers.
LOCATIONS
350 Cermak 5th floor
350 Cermak 2nd Floor
603 Discovery Drive
427 LaSalle (Coresite)

Route servers: yes
rs0: CentOS-bird 1.4.3
rs1: Gentoo-bird 1.4.5

Short Name: ChIX
ASN: 33713
AS112: yes
Private VLAN: yes
SLA: 100%
Traffic on United IX exceeds 9G daily and has peaked at over 24G.
CHIX OVERVIEW

NETWORKS

- Akamai Technologies, Inc.
- Netflix
- Hurricane Electric
- GTT
- US Signal
- WiscNet
- WOW!
- Verisign
- IIX
- Telx
With a diverse backgrounds in network engineering, network operations, trading and business development, the United IX team is seeking to deliver a superior product and a superior value proposition to its customers and partners.